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Title:  Advertisement Lesson  
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BOLD all that apply: 
 
Grade: SMP SMA University 
Level: Basic Intermediate Advanced  
Skill: Reading Writing Speaking Listening  
 
Tags:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SMA 1 
Perform 
introductions / 
greetings / farewells 
Express agreement  
Accept / cancel 
appointments 
Express happiness / 
sympathy / concern 
Give instructions 
Announcements / 
advertisements / 
invitations 
Recount texts 
Narrative texts 
Procedure texts 
Offer thanks / praise 
/ congratulations 
Express surprise / 
disbelief 
Receive invitations / 
offers 
Narrative texts 
Descriptive texts 
News items 
 
 

SMA2 
Express / ask for 
opinions 
Express satisfaction 
/ dissatisfaction 
Give advice / offer 
warnings 
Consent to requests 
Express relief / pain 
/ pleasure 
Reports 
Narrative texts 
Analytical exposition 
texts  
Banners / posters / 
pamphlets 
Express attitudes 
about things 
Express love / 
sadness 
Express shame / 
anger / annoyance 
Spoofs  
Hortatory exposition 
texts 
 
 

SMA3 
Make suggestions / 
requests 
Issue complains 
Discuss possibilities 
Make commands 
Admit mistakes 
Make promises 
Blame / accuse 
Express curiosity / 
desire 
Narrative texts  
Explanation texts 
Discussions 
Coax / encourage 
Make criticisms 
Express hope 
Make prohibitions 
Express regret 
Explain plans / goals 
Ask about plans / 
goals 
Make predictions / 
speculations 
Pass judgment 
Review texts 
 

SMK 
Identify objects / 
people 
Identify time / date / 
month / year 
Describe objects / 
people 
Explain present 
activities 
Simple menus / 
memos 
Public transportation 
schedules / traffic 
signs 
Write invitations 
Specify job duties / 
educational 
background 
Talk about completed 
jobs / future jobs 
Express intent 
Understand simple 
commands 
Reports 
User’s manuals 
Business letters 
Technical documents

 
Materials: Please list all materials needed including any documents you will 
upload with the lesson plan. 
4 advertisements from American / English-language magazines or newspapers 
Tape 
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Preparation (approximately 30 minutes) 

Get 4 advertisements from American / English-language magazines or newspapers – 
the more colorful and direct the wording the better. Cut out the advertisements and then 
cut separate the words from the pictures. 
You might need some tape to paste the ads onto the board or wall. 

 
Procedure: Please include variations, adaptation, and special notes. Delete any 
extra cells at the end. 
 

Stage Procedure (approximately 60 minutes) 

1 Greeting (5 minutes) 

2 Quick review of elements and parts of advertisement (10 min., can be done 
by co-teacher if there is one): 

- Ask students what they remember about advertisements and if they 
can name or label any parts or aspects of advertisements. 

3 Main Activity - Listen, write, read, and match slogans (20 min): 
- Tape three of the advertisement pictures to the board  
- Read the three corresponding slogans at random, having the students 

take dictation, repeating reading the slogans two or three times as 
needed  

- Ask students to volunteer to read the slogans back to you, give time 
for others to make corrections 

- Label the pictures on the board 1-3, read the slogans again, along with 
the class, and with each ask them to identify the picture to which the 
slogan belongs, asking them what key words in the slogan made them 
pick that picture (ex: we had a picture of a car with a slogan that had 
the word “drive” in it...). 

- As the class correctly identifies the right slogan with the right picture 
tape the slogan under its corresponding picture 
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Stage Procedure (approximately 60 minutes) 

4 Main activity #2 (15 min): 
- Take the fourth advertisement pictures and tape it to the board. 
- Tell the students now it's their turn to make a slogan for this picture. 
- Identify some key elements of the picture (and teach/review 

corresponding vocab if necessary) and brainstorm out loud some 
ways to use language to advertise these goods/ideas/elements. 

- Give students five minutes to write their own slogan for the picture 
- Ask students to volunteer to share their slogans with the class- write 

each one up on the board. 
- As a class or with co-teacher vote for favorite slogans (the best get 

stickers or candy). 
- Examples – sample slogans that students came up with (regarding an 

advertisement picturing a big bumble bee buzzing between brightly 
colored red flowers): 

o -Flowers make your life beautiful. 
o -Don't stop, give flowers! 
o -Flowers make your wedding very beautiful and so cute. 
o -Flowers make your friends happy! 

5 Wrap up activity (10 min) 
- Play telephone with the slogans you worked with in class (both those 

that were from the newspaper/magazine ads and those that the 
students came up with) 

- If you want to add a heightened level of excitement (or teach as a 
school where boys and girls are separated) make it girls vs. boys :) 
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Stage Procedure (approximately 60 minutes) 

6 Ideas for follow up or next class: 
- Have students bring in their own advertisements and slogans (in 

English, or in Indonesian translated into English) to share with the 
class or add to a big game of mix and match, associating new and 
different pictures to slogans.   

- In order to address the multi-media aspect of advertising, we also 
played a game of re-enact your favorite Indonesian TV commercial 
before we began this lesson.   

- Another follow up or homework activity you can give is to have the 
students make their own advertisement pictures and slogans and then 
share them with the class.   

- Also, when we first learned about advertisements, we gave the 
students really silly things to create English advertisements / 
commercials with (including a plastic bag with a  hole in it, an old 
board of wood, basically anything that could have been in our trash 
can!) and in groups they had to create commercials convincing us 
teachers why we should buy their products – It was great fun (we even 
had a cardboard cut-out bus come to class for the group that wanted 
to market as “motion sickness bag”!). 

 


